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1. INTRODUCTION 
Finiteness is an intrinsic aspect of the study of Krull domains. They are 
defined by a family of Noetherian valuation rings with a finiteness condition 
and they satisfy the ascending chain condition (a.c.c.) on integral divisorial 
ideals [8, p. 51. In fact, if ad is a divisorial ideal in a Krull domain D, then Oc 
has the form D : [D : (x, y)] f or some x, y in fl [ 1, p. 831. If K is a field and 
{X,},“r a collection of indeterminates over K then K[{X,}EJ is a Krull ring. 
Thus, Krull rings need be neither finite-dimensional nor Noetherian. This 
example and a number of simple modifications, e.g., K[{X,X,}], while being 
infinite-dimensional and Krull, retain the property that each minimal prime 
has finitely generated primary ideals. Examples of finite-dimensional non- 
Noetherian Krull rings are not so easy to construct. The best known example 
is due to Nagata [6, p. 2071. This is his example of a three-dimensional local 
domain whose derived normal ring is not Noetherian. Since the derived 
normal ring of a Noetherian domain is Krull [6, p. 1181, this provides an 
example. Were this the only way of obtaining finite-dimensional Krull rings 
it would follow that every two-dimensional Krull ring is Noetherian; for the 
derived normal ring of a two-dimensional Noetherian domain is again 
Noetherianl [6, p. 1201. A na ly sis of Nagata’s example shows that it also has 
the property that each minimal prime has finitely generated primary ideals. 
Our purpose here is to discuss two methods for constructing finite-dimen- 
sional, non-Noetherian Krull rings. In doing so, we show the existence of (1) 
a three-dimensional Krull ring with a minimal prime P such that no P 
primary ideal is finitely generated and (2) a two-dimensional, quasilocal, 
non-Noetherian Krull domain.* 
1 In fact, any Krull ring which liea between a two-dimensional Noetherian domain 
and its quotient field is Noetherian [4]. 
s Since the writing of this paper we have lcamed of a paper by Nagarajan [Groups 
acting on Noetherian rings, Niew. Arch. VOOT Wircudr 16 (1968) 25-291 where another 
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The example (1) is in fact an fir transform [5, p. 411 of a three-dimensional, 
normal affine ring defined over the complex numbers. Hence, such rings need 
not be Noetherian. These rings provide answers to questions raised by the 
authors in [3]. The two constructions are basically due to Rees [7] and 
Nagata [6], respectively. 
2. THE CONSTRUCTION OF REES 
Let R be a Noetherian Krull domain, P a minimal prime of R and w the 
normed valuation of R associated with P. Let t be an indeterminate over R and 
consider the ring A’ = R[Pt, t-l] where Pt = {pt 1 p E P}. Since P has 
a finite basis, A’ is finitely generated over R and is thus Noetherian. Thus A, 
the derived normal ring of A’, is a Krull domain [6, p. 1181. Now consider 
the ring B = {g--, citt 1 ci E R and if i > 0 then w(ci) 3 i}. The ring B 
can obviously be represented in the form R[Pt, Pc2)t2,..., PWn,..., z ml], where 
Pci) denotes the i-th symbolic power of the prime P.’ We regard B as a graded 
ring with PW as the homogeneous elements of degree i for i > 0 and Rt’ the 
homogeneous elements of degree i if i < 0. It is clear that A’ C B, and in fact 
the following holds. 
LEMMA 2.1. B is a Krull ring. Moreover, B is an Ol transform of A. 
Proof. Define the valuation v* on the quotient field of A by setting 
w*(z c,t*) = inf(o(c,) - i> f or any element C citi of B. If R* denotes the 
valuation ring of w*, then B = R* n R[t, t-l]. Thus, B is the intersection of 
two Krull rings and is, therefore, Krull [8, p. lo]. 
That B is an 0! transform of A is essentially proved by Rees in [7, p. 1471, 
although he uses the additional hypothesis that R is a two-dimensional 
normal affine ring over a field. He defines the valuation w* and then employs 
the additional hypothesis to conclude that the center P* of v* on A is a 
minimal prime of A. This having been established, Rees’ argument depends 
only upon the fact that A is Krull. To see that P* is a minimal prime of A 
---- _. 
example of a two-dimensional non-Noetherian Krull ring is given. Nagarajan’s 
example is the ring of invariants of a finite group of automorphisms acting on K[[w, y]], 
where K is a field of characteristic p # 0. We take this opportunity to point out that 
Nagarajan’s example answers a question raised by Gilmer in [Contracted ideals with 
respect to integral extensions, Duke Moth. /. 34 (1967) 561-5721. Gilmer asked 
whether D an integrally closed domain with quotient field F such that the integral 
closure D* of D in some finite separable field extension is Noetherian implies D is 
Noetherian. Eakin in [2] showed this to be the case if D* is a finite D module and 
Nagarajan’s example shows that in general the answer is no, even for D* = K[[x, y]]. 
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under our hypothesis we observe that T = Rp[Pt, t-l] C A, . If we let P 
denote the center of w* on T then Tpl C A,. since P’ = P*Apl n T. But 
T is a Noetherian domain. Hence if P’ is a minimal prime of T, then A,. is 
an overring of a one-dimensional Noetherian domain and is, therefore, 
Noetherian and one dimensional [l, p. 301. It is clear that t-‘T C P’. We also 
have P’ C t-*T. For if x = x a# E P’ then W*(X) > 0 implies ~*(a#) > 0 
for each i. Hence ait’ E P’. But W*(ait’) = w(ai) - - i implies 
ait’ = a,t t&J . ti-v(af) 
is an element of FT. Thus P’ = t-lT and P’ is minimal by Krull’s altitude 
theorem. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.1. 
Let w’ denote the cunonicul (triviul) extension of the valuation w to R[t-r] 
[i.e., w’(c citi) z= inf{w(ci)}]. S ince w is an essential valuation for R, w’ is an 
essential valuation of the Krull ring R[t-l] [9, p. 851. Because a’ is positive on 
B and R[t-l] C B we must have that w’ is essential for the Krull ring B. Let 
Q be the center of w’ on B. Maintaining our previous notation we can state 
THEOREM 2.2. The following statements are equiwulent: 
(1) There exists a positiwe integer m such that for each integer s > m: 
PC”) = 
c 
pW . . . p(nb. 
n,+“‘+“ps 
l=Ztl‘<Ttl 
(2) There exists a positiwe integer k such that for n 3 1 
m’th 0 < I < k. 
pbktl) .= (p(k))?&-1 . P(k-fl) 
(3) B is a finite ring extension of R. 
(4) B is Noetkeriun. 
(5) The minimal prime Q of B ha uflnitely generated primary i&al. 
Proof. (I) 3 (2). Assuming (1) we can write Pt8) = x T, where each T, 
has the form (P(l))al * (P(a))sa a.* (P(m))sm with s = s, + 2s, + *** + ms 
Our next lemma will imply that if m is chosen so that m! > m3 then k 
s > 2(m!) = 2k we have 
T ,  C p(k) . PM-k). 
(*I 
In this case we have then Pea) = Ptk) * P(s-k). If (s - k) > 2k we can apply 
this conclusion to P+Ic) and a simple induction argument shows that our 
k = m! satisfies the requirement in Statement 2. 
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LEMMA 2.3. L.et m be a positive integer such that m! > m3. Ifs is a positive 
integer such that s > 2(m!) and ifs = sl + 2s, + a** + ms, where each si is a 
nonnegative integer, then it follows that m! = t, + 2t, + **. $ mt, where each 
ti is an integer such that 0 < ti < si . 
Proof. We choose e between 1 and m such that es, 3 isi for each i. For 
i # ewe choose ti such that si = ti + ui where ti = 0 (mod e) and 0 < Ui < e. 
Then s - (Ci+e iti I es,) = CifL iui < (e - la$i i) < m3. Hence, 
xizL iti + es, > m!; and since es, > iti for each i, we can choose a 
subset {t,q} of {ti}i+s such that & & < ml and & #he + es, > m! Because 
& & = 0 (mod e) and m! = 0 (mod e), it follows that for some 0 < t, < s, 
we have & & $ et, = ml This completes the proof of the lemma. 
To see that Lemma 2.3 establishes the inclusion (*) we choose t, ,..., t, as 
given in the lemma. Then 
T, C (Pa))tl .a- (p(y” . (p(l))%--tl . . . (p(m))w-tlns 
Hence T, C P(k)P(s-k), where K = m!. 
(2) * (3) We observe that if (2) holds then B = R[Pt, FW,..., P(Ww, t-l] 
and it follows that B is a finite ring extension of R. 
(3) * (4) and (4) * (5). These are obvious. 
(5) 3 (1) Since B is a Krull domain and Q is a minimal prime of B, the 
set {QYL of symbolic powers of Q is precisely the set of Q-primary ideals. 
Since Q is the center of the canonical extension of v, each symbolic power 
Q(n) of Q is a homogeneous ideal of B. In fact {ctm 1 c E Z’(n) and ctm E B} is 
the set of homogeneous elements of Q fn) of degree m. We observe that when 
m 3 tl, Pm@ is the set of homogeneous elements in Qtn) of order m. If Q(“) is 
finitely generated we can choose a finite number of homogeneous generators 
for Qtn), say cltnl,..., c,.t*. Let m = maxin, ,..., ns, n}. Then for s > m we 
have P(a)ts C Q(*) so that PW C cltnlB -j- *** + c,.t*B. Since B is graded, we 
have 
p(a)p c c 
1 
p1p(-1)p-% + . . . + c,$%p’-r’t’-%; 
and hence PCs) C &+j-r P(i)P(j), where 1 ,< i < m for each i. If j > m, we 
can iterate this argument and a simple induction argument yields 
P(S) c c 
pw . . . ph) . 
n,+--.+npr 
Since the reverse containment is obvious, (1) holds and the proof of 
Theorem 2.2 is complete. 
In [7] Rees proves that if R is the homogeneous coordinate ring of a 
nonsingular elliptic cubic defined over the complex numbers then there 
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exists a minimal prime P of R for which statement (2) of Theorem 2.2 does 
not hold. In this case, since R is an affine ring we have that A, the integral 
closure of A’ = R[Pt, t-l], is a three-dimensional normal afhne ring. In 
view of Theorem 2.2 we see that an 01 transform, and hence a Krull overring 
of a three-dimensional normal affine ring can have a nonfinitely generated 
minimal prime. In particular, such rings need not be Noetherian. 
Remark 2.4. Our proof of 2.1 is redundant in that we show that B is 
Krull and then give a separate proof that B is an GZ transform of a Krull 
ring A. Since an 0? transform of a Krull ring is Krull, this also implies that B 
is Krull. However, for the second argument we require the fact that R is 
Noetherian, whereas for the first we do not. Thus the fact that B is Krull 
does not depend upon whether or not R is Noetherian. If we drop the 
Noetherian hypothesis on R then the implications 4 * 5 * I + 2 remain 
valid. Under the additional assumption that P(n) is finitely generated for all 
71, we retain 2 * 3. 
3. A NON-NOETHERLOJ, TWO-DIMENSIONAL KRULL RING 
We remark that if P is an invertible prime of a domain R, then Pcm) = p. 
In particular, when R is a Dedekind domain, statement (2) of Theorem 2.2 
always holds. Hence, the construction given in Section 2 cannot yield a 
non-Noetherian, two-dimensional example. Our example developed from a 
study of Nagata’s examples in [f5J, especially his construction E 3.1 [6, p. 2061. 
Let K be a field of characteristic 2 with a countably infinite two-basis 
{ PSKO over its subfield k where K2 _C k. Partition {p,}:..,, into the two disjoint 
collections {bi}&, and {c~}&, . Now inductively define the fields K5 by Ks = k 
and Ki, = K,(b, , q). Obviously, we then have Kt C K,+l , [K++, : KJ = 4 
and x E Ki implies x2 E K, . We retain these meanings and relationships for 
the symbols K, K* , bi and C~ throughout this section. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let x and y be transcendental over K and denote by R* 
the ring K[[x, y]]. Denote the subring K,,[[x, y]] by R and the element 
bix + c,y by ds . Then T = R[(di}~fo] is a non Noetherian, two-dimensional, 
quasilocal Krull ring. 
Proof. We first note that if x E R* then xa E R thus R* is integral over T. 
Since R* is a two-dimensional local ring, this establishes that T is quasilocal 
and two-dimensional. In order to prove that T is Krull, we need only show 
that it is integrally closed; for in this case, T = R* n (quotient field of T). 
Since R* is Krull [8, p. lo], it would follow that T is Krull. We are thus 
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reduced to showing that T is integrally closed and not Koetherian. To prove 
that T is integrally closed, we use the following lemma: 
LEMMA 3.2. The ring K,[[x, y]][bix + ciy] is integrally closed. 
Proof. Let Ai = K,[[x, y]] and Fi the quotient field of Ai . We observe 
that 1, bi , bici and ci are a free module basis for Ai+r over A i . Suppose a is 
an element of Fi(bix :- ciy) which is integral over A,[b,x + ciy]. Since 
Ai[bix + QY] C Ai+l and Ai+l is integrally closed, it must also be true that 
aEAi+l* Thus, a has two representations: 
and 
a= 
g1 -t g,(bix + ciy) 
E3 
a = g4 + big6 + bit&, + cig7 
with each gi E Ai . Since 1, bi , bici and ci are linearly independent over Ai , 
we can equate coefficients and arrive at: 
g1 = &T&4, xg2 = &x&T5 and YE2 = &G?7 - 
The first of these equations gives us that g1/g3 E Ai . Since Ai is a UFD 
[9, p. 1481 the second and third together yield that g2/g3 E Ai . Hence, 
a E A,[bp + ciy] and the lemma is established. 
We apply Lemma 3.2 to the ring T as follows. Notice that T = UFslTi , 
where T,, = R and Ti+, = Ti(di). It is then sufficient to show that Ti is 
integrally closed for each i. We proceed by induction. T,, is a power series ring 
over a field and is, therefore, integrally closed. Thus suppose T,, is integrally 
closed. We claim then that T,,+l is also integrally closed. Suppose [ is an 
element of the quotient field of T,,, which is integral over T,,, . Since 
T, C K,[[x, y]], we can write: 
5=fl+f24 
f3 ’ 
where fi E K,J[x, y]]. But Tn+l C K,,[[x, y]][dJ which is integrally closed by 
Lemma 3.2. Thus 6 E K,,[[x, y]][d,,]. This representation is unique, hence 
fi/f3 andfdf3 E K,J[x, y]]. But I&[[%, y]] is integral over T,, and T,, is integrally 
closed by hypothesis. Thus fi/f3 and f2/f3 E T,, and 5 E T,[d,,]. Therefore, 
T,,+l is integrally closed and we have established that T = U&Ti is integrally 
closed. 
That T is not Noetherian follows immediately from the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose that R and S are domains with R integrally closed 
and S integral over R. Let L denote the quotient field of R and suppose 
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(yi}L1 is a collection of elements of S such that [L({y,)) : L({y,},,,)] = 
[~5(yJ : L] > 0. If D = R[{y,}] and B denotes the ideal of D generated by 
the collection {yi}, then B has a finite basis if and only if B = D. 
Proof. Denote [L(y,) : L] by degy, . Our assumptions imply that the set 
of all distinct monomials 
with 0 < en, < deg yi form a free module basis for D over R. 
If B has a finite basis, we can assume B = y,D + **. + ynD and conclude 
that Y~+~ = cr=, fiyi where fi E R[{yf}:,J. We can further assume that fi 
is written as a linear combination of elements of the given free module basis 
with coefficients in R. Then collecting terms we write 
Here none of the monomials in g involve yn+l and each of the terms in h has 
yi as a factor for some i where 1 < i < 7t. This yields an expression of alge- 
braic dependence for Y~+~ over L((Y~}~+~+J. Since Y~+~ can occur only to 
powers less than degy,, our assumption [L({y,}) : ~5({y~}~+,.+J] = deg y,,, 
implies that the coefficients of the expression must all be zero. Hence g = 0, 
which implies that h(y, ,..., yJ = 1. But h(y, ,..., yJ E B, which implies 
D = B. 
To apply the lemma to our ring T, we simply observe that our rings R and 
R* and the elements {d,} satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 3.3. We thus 
conclude that the ring T is Noetherian only if the ideal in T generated by 
{d,} is equal to T. But T is quasilocal, and each di is a non-unit. Hence, T 
cannot be Noetherian. 
Remark 3.4. In Example 3.1 we showed that if S is an integrally closed 
ring such that R _C S C R*, then S is Krull. If P is a minimal prime of such a 
ring S, then there are unique minimal primes P’ and P* of R and R*, 
respectively, such that P* n S = P and P n R = P’. Since R’ and R* are 
UFD’s, P’ = Z-R and P* = t$R* for some rr E R and f E R*. It follows 
quickly that either ?TR* = tR* or Z-R * = t2R*. From this one has that 
either P = di’ or Pc2) = wS. Hence, Pcz) is principal. In particular, every 
minimal prime of our ring T has a principal primary. 
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